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Abstract—Sawzall is a script language designed for batch processing of large amount of data, based on MapReduce parallel execution model, which is introduced by Google in 2006. Sawzall allows programmers only to program mappers to ease the burden for them. Sawzall provides a set of built-in aggregators that provides reducing function, from which programmers could pick and use. We have implemented a Sawzall compiler and runtime, called SawzallClone, which allows Sawzall scripts to run in parallel on Hadoop. We employed Scala language to leverage Scala’s parser combinator libraries for Sawzall syntax parsing. It enabled easy implementation of parser and potential future extension of the language. This paper provides detailed implementation of the system. We performed evaluation on the system comparing with the Java programs that use native Hadoop API and szl, a Sawzall open source implementation from Google. We confirmed that overhead imposed by SawzallClone is small enough, and the execution speed is comparable with szl.

I. INTRODUCTION

MapReduce [10] became very popular as a parallel programming paradigm and along with the wide adoption of Apache Hadoop [1], it is now used in practical business data processing as well as scientific data analysis.

Although they say programming in MapReduce is easy, and actually it is much better than MPI, it is not easy enough for engineers who are not familiar with programming. In Hadoop, programmers have to provide three different programs, namely, mappers, reducers, and the main program, which configure mappers and reducers, as shown in figure 1. Moreover, in Hadoop, static type checking for intermediate data does not work. It causes runtime error and complicates debugging the programs.

Google proposes a language called Sawzall [14] that is intended for large-scale log analysis with MapReduce. Sawzall ease the burden of programmers providing reducers as built-in capability of the language system. Programmers are only responsible for writing mappers. In 2010, Google published Sawzall system called szl [7] as open source software. It is, however, not for parallel execution. It just provides sequential execution so far.

We implemented a Sawzall, named SawzallClone, that leverage Hadoop as a runtime environment. SawzallClone is composed of compiler and runtime library both written in Scala. Sawzall scripts are compiled into Java source code that will do the task of mapper, and then compiled into Java byte code with Java compiler. Runtime library provides reducer capability.

We evaluated SawzallClone on Hadoop comparing with programs written with native Hadoop API. The result showed that overhead imposed by SawzallClone is negligible.

The rest of paper is composed as follows: Section II introduce some related work. In section III, we give brief description of the Sawzall language. In section IV, we describe detailed implementations of SawzallClone. Section V provides evaluation compared with native Hadoop description. In Section VI, we conclude the paper with summary and future work.

II. RELATED WORK

Several language systems are proposed for easy processing on Hadoop.

a) Hive QL: Hive [2] [16] is a warehouse scale data base system that enables search with a declarative language called Hive QL, which resembles SQL. Hive is extensively utilized in Facebook. Hive stores serialized structured data on HDFS. Meta-information, such as database schemata and table locations on HDFS are managed by an RDB outside of Hadoop, which is called Metastore. While Hive provides a set of built-in functions for QL, users can define his/her own functions called UDF (User-Defined Functions), in Java. As shown in figure 2, Hive QL syntax is quite similar to the standard RDB SQL, making transition from RDB to Hive easy.

b) Pig Latin: Apache Pig [4] [13] is a data processing environment on Hadoop that uses a language called ‘Pig Latin’ for description. Pig Latin scripts are compiled into several cascading MapReduce processes that run on Hadoop. In Pig Latin, the data processing is described in imperative manner, in contrast with Hive QL that provides declarative description. The style is more intuitive for non-SQL programmers. Figure 3 shows an example of Pig Latin Script. Pig also provides way to extend the language with user-defined functions written in Java.
III. SAWZALL

In this section, we briefly describe the language Sawzall based on the literature [14].

A. Overview

Sawzall [14] is a language based on MapReduce, which is said to be used in Google for log analysis. The goal of Sawzall is to make it even easier to write MapReduce program. The idea is to expose only the map portion to the programmers providing built-in reducers as a part of the language runtime. The programmers are only responsible for the mappers. It is intended to make non-expert users possible to write scripts for themselves.

Sawzall is a typed language. It is specialized for mapping, i.e., it processes all the target entries one by one. It is similar to the AWK language [8], which processes text files one line by one line. There is, however, a fundamental difference. In AWK, there is a global state that could be shared and modified by each line processing. In Sawzall, there is nothing shared. Each entry is processed in completely independent way.

Sawzall provides a set of 'aggregators' to do the reducing job. Using the aggregators, programmers are freed from burden of writing reduction phase.

Sawzall implicitly assumes that all the structured data on the storage are serialized using Protocol Buffer, described below.

B. Protocol Buffers

Protocol Buffers [5] is a binary data representation of structured data used heavily in Google. It is language neutral and architecture neutral, i.e., binary data serialized with Protocol Buffers on a machine with a program are guaranteed to be readable no matter what machine and language is used by the reader. The goal is somewhat similar to XDR (External Data Representation) [15], but it is focusing on reducing data amount in the serialized format.

To use Protocol Buffers, users have to explicitly declare the data schemata with a language neutral IDL. The files contains the declaration are called proto files. Figure 5 shows an example of proto file.

The proto files are compiled into stub codes that includes language dependent declaration of the data structure and the serialization / deserialization codes that convert internal data representation from / to external (binary) representation.

Google made open source the Protocol Buffers compiler, called protoc, and the runtime libraries, which supports C++, Java and Python. Protoc also can produce 'meta-data' file that includes the declared schema in the Protocol Buffers binary format. A runtime library to read serialized data using the meta-data file is also provided.

C. Using Protocol Buffers in Sawzall

As mentioned above, Sawzall implicitly assumes that all the data in the storage is serialized in Protocol Buffers format. To parse the serialized data, the proto files are required. Sawzall provides proto statement to refer the proto files.

With this statement, data structures that correspond to the schema in the proto file are declared and implicit data conversion functions between the structures and byte array are defined, so that the data structure could be used in the Sawzall program.

D. Special Variable input

The Sawzall programs will receive data from a special variable named input: just like AWK scripts get each input line stored special variable $0.

The input variable is typed as byte array, often storing serializing some data structure with Protocol Buffers. To use the value as a structured data, it have to be deserialized. In Sawzall, data type conversion happens implicitly upon assignment. In the following code snippet, the incoming data is deserialized into a data structure typed P4ChangelistStats.

E. Tables and emit

Aggregators appear in Sawzall programs as special language structures called tables, defined with keyword table. Here is a sample declaration of table.

Note that sum is a predefined table type that means the table sums up all the data it gets. The declaration above defines an array of sum type table of int.
### TABLE I
**SAWZALL TABLES.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>collection</td>
<td>creates collection of all the emitted data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maximum</td>
<td>outputs largest items</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sample</td>
<td>statistically samples specified number of items</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sum</td>
<td>sums up all the data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>top</td>
<td>outputs most frequent items</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unique</td>
<td>statistically infers number of unique items</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 6. An Example of Sawzall Script

```plaintext
emit submitsthroughweek[minute] <- 1;
```

**F. An Example of Sawzall script**

Code shown in figure 6 is an example of Sawzall script taken from [14], which analyze web server logs to get histogram of request frequency for each minute.

In line 1, a `proto` statement imports a proto file to define input data type. The line 2 defines an array of tables of sum type for int values. The line 4 reads data from variable `input` and converts it into structure type `P4ChangelistStats`, which is defined in the proto file above, and assigns it to the variable named `log`. The line 6,7 and 8 pulls out recorded time from the structure and calculate minutes. In line 9, the `emit` statement outputs ‘one’ to table corresponds to the calculated minutes. The table is typed as `sum`, so it sums up one for each emission. As a result, it counts up the emission.

**IV. IMPLEMENTATION OF SAWZALLCLONE**

**A. Overview of SawzallClone**

The SawzallClone system is composed of following four components as shown in figure 7:

- Sawzall compiler
- Mapper Library
- Aggregators
- The main component as the entry point

The Sawzall compiler reads Sawzall source code, generates Java source code, compile it into Java byte code using `javac` and create jar for it. The mapper library will be linked with the compiled code and works as the Hadoop mapper. The aggregators are implemented as the Hadoop Reducer module.

The main component works as the entry point for Hadoop. It invokes Sawzall compiler and sets up configurations for the system.

**B. Including Protocol Buffers Schema**

As described in III-C, Sawzall must handle Protocol Buffers schemata. We leveraged Protocol Buffers implementation from Google.

Upon compilation of the Sawzall source code, the compiler finds `proto` statements and invokes `protoc` on the specified file to generate compiled schema definition in Protocol Buffers format. The definition is encoded with base64 to make it human readable string and embedded in the Hadoop configuration structure and passed to the SawzallClone mapper library.

The SawzallClone mapper library will extract the encoded schema and decode it. Using the schema, it reads the byte array from HDFS and decodes them into intermediate data structure defined by Protocol Buffers implementation. The data structure will be converted into SawzallClone native internal representation.

**C. Parser Combinators**

We choose the Scala language for implementation, because of two reasons. One is that, since Scala programs are compiled into Java byte-codes, it is easy to use it with Hadoop, which is implemented in Java.
Another reason is the Parser Combinators library that is included in Scala [11] [6] standard libraries. Parser Combinators is a technique common in functional languages to describe parsers. Where, parsing functions, which correspond to each syntax component, are combined by combinator functions composing parsing function for the whole language. With the Parser Combinators, parser functions could be described in similar way with the description in BNF.

While the technique Parser Combinators is not specific for Scala and could be used in any language with first-order functions and operator overloading, Scala provides Parser Combinators as a part of standard libraries comes with the language.

To demonstrate parser combinator, implementation of when statement is shown in figure 10. Note that this is a plain Scala program, not a parser generator source code. When statement is a Sawzall specific language construct that combines while loop statement and if condition statements. A BNF based description is shown in figure 9. Although keywords, such as WhenStatement and whenStmt, are different, it is obvious that the Scala description resembles the BNF definition.

D. Compilation

We employed Java as the intermediate code and avoided to directly compile the Sawzall code into Java byte code. One of the reasons of the design decision is to simply make the implementation easy. Another reason is that, since Sawzall programs are usually not so big, the increased compilation time is ignorable.

Figure 11 shows a part of the generated code for the word count code shown in figure 13. The compiled code implements SCHelpers.Mapper interface, which will be called from the mapper library of SawzallClone.

V. EVALUATION

We have evaluated SawzallClone from several point of view: compilation time, comparison with programs with Hadoop native API, and comparison with szl. Furthermore, we compared parallel execution performance with program written in Hadoop native API.

A. Evaluation Environment

For the following evaluations, we used 16 nodes PC cluster each with two sockets of four core Xeon 5580 and 48 GB memories and SATA HDDs connected with 10Gbit Ethernet. We used Hadoop version 0.20.

B. Measurement of Compilation time

We have measured time to compile the word count script shown in figure 13. The whole compilation took 1.2 seconds including the Java compilation phase that took 0.7 seconds. Given that typical MapReduce computation lasts more than tens of minutes, the compilation time is ignorable.

C. Comparison with Hadoop Native Program

Here, we compare SawzallClone with Java program with Hadoop API. We employed the word counting program for comparison. Figure 13 and 14 show word counting programs in Sawzall and Java with Hadoop API, respectively. The former is in just 6 lines, while the latter is in about 60 lines. This proves the efficiency of Sawzall in writing scripts.

We compared the execution speed using the programs. As the input files we generated files with 69,906 lines, with 1 to 100 words in each line. The mapper is invoked on each line. It means that the loop in the script will iterate number of the words times for each invocation. The evaluation was performed with just one worker and reducer, since the goal of the experiment is to know the overhead of the Protocol Buffers. Note that the Sawzall version uses Protocol Buffers encoded file although it does not explicitly appears in the script, while the Java version uses plain text.

Figure 12 shows the result. The x-axis denotes number of words in each line and the y-axis denotes the time spent. Each experiment was performed 5 times and the average time is plotted in the graph. The error bar in the graph denotes the standard deviation of the value.

SawzallClone is substantially slower than the Java program. The overhead could be divided into Sawzall compiled code overhead and Protocol Buffers overhead. To divide these two, we modified the Java program so that it also uses Protocol Buffers. The result is also shown in figure 12. The difference between Sawzall and Java with Protocol Buffers is quite small, proving that the overhead mainly comes from Protocol Buffers.

D. Comparison with Szl

We compared SawzallClone with szl, the open source Sawzall implementation from Google. Since szl does not support parallel execution so far unfortunately, we compared them with sequential execution. For comparison, we employed the sample code appeared in the paper [14], shown in figure 6. We generated log files with 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, and 2.5 million records in Protocol Buffers format and run SawzallClone and szl on them. ¹

The result is shown in figure 15. While SawzallClone is substantially slower than szl, note that the difference is constant and does not depends on the number of records in the file. This means that the execution speed of SawzallClone is comparable with szl and the difference comes from start up overhead, presumably due to Java VM initialization.

¹The protocol buffer support in szl is intentionally turned off. We slightly modified the code to turn on the support for evaluation.
public class Mapper implements SCHelpers.Mapper {
    ...
    @Override
    public void map(SCHelpers.Emitter emitter,
        Helpers.ByteStringWrapper global_0_input)
            throws java.lang.Throwable {
        String local_0_document = BuildIn.func_string(global_0_input);
        List<String> local_1_words = BuildIn.func_split(local_0_document);
        Long local_2_i = 0;
        for (; (((((local_2_i) < (BuildIn.func_len(local_1_words)))?1l:0l)) != 0l);
            (local_2_i) = (((local_2_i) + (1l)))) {
            emitter.emit(statics.static_0_t,
                BuildIn.func_bytes((local_1_words).get((local_2_i).intValue())),
                BuildIn.func_bytes((local_2_i)));}
    }
}

Fig. 11. Compiled Code.

document: string = input;
words: array of string = split(document);
t: table sum[string] of int;
for (i: int = 0;i < len(words);i = i + 1) {
    emit t[words[i]] <- 1;
}

Fig. 13. Word Count implementation in Sawzall

E. Evaluation with Parallel Execution

We have performed evaluation of parallel execution speed using Hadoop. We employed the log analysis program shown in figure 6. For comparison we wrote Java version of the program using Hadoop API. Note that we used Protocol Buffers for both of them.

We used 1 to 16 workers for mappers and reducers. As the target log files, use set up 64 log files, about 40MB each, replicated 3 times on HDFS.

The result is shown in figure 16. The x-axis denotes number of workers and the y-axis denotes elapsed time. Figure 17 shows the SawzallClone execution time normalized by the execution of the Java version.

The overhead imposed by SawzallClone is less than 10% for all the number of workers. Given that Sawzall makes implementation of the scripts easy, this overhead could be said quite small.

VI. CONCLUSION

We implemented SawzallClone that executes Sawzall scripts on Hadoop. The system is implemented in Scala to leverage its Parser Combinator library to make the implementation easy. We evaluated the system comparing with programs written using native Hadoop API and confirmed that imposed
overhead by the language layer is small enough. We also compared it with Google's open source implementation, which is implemented in C++, and found that execution speed is comparable.

The followings are the future work:

- **Compatibility Improvement** SawzallClone has some compatibility issue with szl, the open source implementation from Google, including lack of function definition capability. We will fix the issue.

- **Adoption to other MapReduce systems** The system could be implemented on any MapReduce based system. We are developing a MapReduce system called SSS [12], based on distributed key-value store, which is designed to be faster than Hadoop. We will adopt SawzallClone to the system.

- **Improve Aggregator** While Sawzall is designed to allow optimized aggregator implementations [14], SawzallClone just provide naively implemented ones. We will optimize the aggregator implementation.

- **Improve Language Construct** Sawzall focuses on mappers only making program easy to understand and write.

While this concept made it unique solution, apparently there is room to improve. We will extend the language so that it can also handle reducers, not only mappers.
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